When I was around nine years old, I overheard my mother
talking to a friend.
“I don’t know how we got Donna. She doesn’t look like
anyone in the family, and she doesn’t act like us either. I can’t
figure her out. She just sits in her room reading books. You
never know what’s on her mind.”
I wasn’t hurt by Mother’s assessment of me and my
behavior, but I wondered if something was wrong with me.
My physical appearance seemed normal, but my eyes and
ears were super sensitive. I could see angels and spirit beings,
and converse with them through mental telepathy. Once,
when I was four years old, a beautiful angel lied me up —
out of my body — and carried me to the spiritual realm,
where a white-robed monk taught me a lesson about life,
death and reincarnation.
I was much happier in the spiritual realm than on Earth.
To my way of thinking, home was Heaven and I was merely a
guest in my parent’s house. ey loved me and provided for
my welfare, but I spent lonely hours staring out my bedroom
window, silently asking the angel to come back and take me
away. I oen felt homesick and out of place, and these feelings
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continued to plague me, oﬀ and on, for many years. en one
day, when I was in my thirties, an angel whispered in my ear.
“You are Swedenborg’s daughter,” she said.
“I don’t understand.”
e angel didn’t explain her message, but she repeated it
a number of times. It seemed as if she wanted me to research
Swedenborg, to think about him and his work, and come to
my own conclusions. So I read about this extraordinary man
and studied his writings.
Emanuel Swedenborg, a Swedish inventor and scientist,
died in 1772. At the age of 56, aer experiencing a series of
dreams and visions, he had a spiritual awakening in which he
saw Jesus Christ and “heaven was opened” for him. So he
resigned his post as assessor at the Royal College of Mines
and became a philosopher, a Christian mystic and the author
of 18 divinely inspired books.
In Arcana Coelestia Swedenborg wrote, “I am well aware
that many will say that no one can possibly speak with spirits
and angels as long as he lives in the body; and many will say
that it is all imagination, others that I relate such things in
order to gain credence, and others will make other
objections. But I am not deterred by all this, for I have seen, I
have heard, I have felt.”
Swedenborg neither married nor claimed to have
fathered an illegitimate child, so I doubt that I was his
biological daughter in a previous lifetime. I’m not a scientist
or an inventor, and I’ve never held an important position in a
corporation. But I’ve had many mystical experiences and I
feel a kinship with Swedenborg. We’re from the same tribe
and we speak the same language. He’s my spiritual father.
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is book is a memoir of my mystical experiences. Each
chapter highlights a particular kind of experience, the story
of how it came about, and the lessons learned aer the event.
Scattered throughout these pages are quotations from
angels, archangels, ascended masters, universal teachers, an
ancient goddess, a former queen, an unidentified voice,
several deceased human beings and a dolphin. Some of these
quotes were given directly to me. e rest were extracted
from channeled messages that were delivered to Mary, my
spiritual counselor. In order to protect Mary’s privacy, I have
omitted her full name.
In 1988, while reading a book about enlightenment, I
had the ultimate mystical experience. I pray the same thing
will happen to you.
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ere are times when you feel there is too much to
learn, but no, there is never too much. It is like the
man who is hungry and comes to dine. e more he
eats, the hungrier he becomes, the more that is
provided. e table of knowledge is endless and you
may take your fill. Your fulfillment brings us great
rejoicing.
⎯Titus, Universal Messenger
In September of 2000, the angels showed me the world from
their higher and more enlightened point of view. For a brief
moment, I could see humanity through the eyes of an angel.
It was a humbling and yet comforting experience that would
ultimately shape my philosophy of life.
At the time, I was living in the Federal Hill district of
Baltimore, Maryland. My home, like several other homes in
that area, was originally a church. Built in the 1850s, it had
outlasted an array of pastors and congregations. Aer a
period of abandonment, a developer renovated the interior
and turned it into condos. My unit, located on the uppermost
floor, had a panoramic view of the shimmering Inner Harbor.
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During the five years I lived there, I saw many angels.
Why, I don’t know. Maybe it was the building’s history as a
church, its height, or the close proximity to water. Or perhaps
the people who attended meetings in my home brought their
angels with them. For whatever reason, that condo was a
magical place.
Real estate agents call Federal Hill “a walker’s paradise.”
Indeed. Considering the traﬃc and limited parking spaces,
it’s faster to walk than to drive. So, as a city dweller, I saved
gas by hiking to the Cross Street Market, the post oﬃce and
the library. One day, while I was out and about, running my
errands, I felt drawn to a diﬀerent part of town. At first, I
resisted the pull. I thought: Why should I go up that street? It’s
out of my way. I don’t have time to fool around.
A familiar voice in my head answered, “We want to show
you something.”
I knew from the tone and intensity of the voice, plus the
chill traveling up my spine and the feeling of goosebumps
spreading all over my skin, the speaker was an angel.
For many years, I’ve been listening to the voices of angels
and following their instructions. ey’ve never steered me
wrong, nor have they ever forced me to do something against
my will.
Once the angels summon me and I agree to comply, I
feel the weight of an invisible cloak of protection fall across
my shoulders. It’s as if I’m temporarily invincible, and
nothing and no one in this world can harm me. With this
quiet sense of security, I’m able to forget about my
surroundings and focus on the task at hand.
If I still have trouble concentrating, I lower my head and
halfway close my eyes, in a squint. is helps to eliminate
distractions. It sounds silly, but sometimes I pretend I’m a
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racehorse wearing blinders. I don’t hold the reins and heaven
only knows where my trainer is taking me, but if I stay the
course we’ll win the prize.
Angels have their jobs to do and we human beings have
ours. ey provide supernatural safety, deliver divine
messages and carry out the will of our blessed Creator. As for
us humans, I once asked Archangel Michael what we were
supposed to do. He said, “Stop, look, listen and learn.”
On that particular day in September, I ended up at an
elementary school. It was recess and the kids were playing
outside. Some of the children were running and chasing each
other. Some were climbing the monkey bars, and others were
swinging through the air, seated on leather slings. Back in my
day, we had to sit on wooden boards and try to avoid the
splinters.
So, the equipment had changed but everything else
seemed the same. Kids are kids ⎯ they laugh and yell and stir
up dust. It was fun to watch them play, but aer awhile I
began to wonder why I was there. Surely, in leading me to the
schoolyard, the angels had something more important in
mind than simple entertainment. But maybe not. In the
spiritual realm there are lots of movie theaters, symphony
halls and lavish stages for Broadway-like plays. Spirits love
the arts.
“Look at the groups that have formed in the yard,” said
the angel, whispering in my mind’s ear.
Grabbing hold of the iron fence and peeking through the
slats, I noticed there were a number of cliques, with four to
six children each, in diﬀerent areas of the yard. ey
appeared to be good friends, enjoying each other’s company.
Nice, but hardly interesting.
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Just then, a dark cloud passed through the sky and
settled on top of the only tree in the yard. Underneath,
somewhat hidden by the branches and leaves, was a bunch of
boys dressed in hoodies and jeans, and those basketball shoes
that look like white combat boots. From their erratic
movements ⎯ waving their fists, punching the air and
shoving one another ⎯ it was clear that they were the
troublemakers. Without guidance, each one was bound for
the city’s juvenile detention center.
e dark cloud was an ominous and not very subtle sign.
In fact, it was downright obvious. Perhaps someone else had
seen it too. I searched for a teacher, a playground supervisor,
and finally spotted a woman standing near the side door of
the building. Huddled up close to her were a few giggling
girls who appeared to be competing for the title of teacher’s
pet. She was grinning at them, completely unaware of the
scene Spirit had staged.
At that moment the bell rang, indicating the end of
recess. With little hesitation, the kids stopped what they were
doing and headed for their classrooms. Aer the teacher
made sure no one was le behind, she went inside and closed
the door.
I leaned against the fence and stared at the empty
playground. It looked forlorn, as if the dusty rocks and
trampled grass missed those happy little feet. Inside, the
ceiling lights had been turned on and all that youthful energy
was now rocking the schoolhouse.
It was late so I started walking towards home. e angel
went with me.
“Earth is a school,” the angel said.
I couldn’t tell if the voice came from a male or a female.
Since I felt such a high degree of angelic energy, I assumed
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there was a host of angels and they were speaking as one. I
felt uncomfortable talking to a crowd. ey sensed my
feelings and agreed to accommodate me. e next voice I
heard was definitely feminine.
“Do you understand?”
e angel sounded like an emotionally mature adult
dealing with a three-year old. While she waited patiently for a
response, I tried to come up with a reasonable answer. It was
impossible to con her into believing I understood something
if I didn’t. You can’t fool anyone who can read your mind and
hear your thoughts.
“Earth is a school.” I repeated the phrase several times,
emphasizing each word separately until I finally gave up. “No,
I don’t get it.”
“If you were the wealthiest person in the universe, how
would you educate your children? Where would you send
them to school?”
She wasn’t going to give me the answer straight-out. is
was not only a test, it was also an exercise in mental
development. She wanted me to think.
“I’d send them to Harvard and places like that. Yes? No?”
I was struggling and it was getting embarrassing. “How about
keeping them in the house? You know, homeschooling them?
It might be boring but at least they’d be safe.”
“Safety?” e angel seemed a bit surprised. “Do you not
remember who you are? I will refresh your memory. You are
an immortal, spiritual being. No real harm can come to the
real you.”
en, sounding like a professor, the angel said, “Earth,
this planet we named Beautiful Terra, is your schoolhouse.
All of you are children of the Creator. us, you are young
creators ⎯ brave and adventurous little creators ⎯ who le
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home to attend boarding school. You came here from the
spiritual realm in order to learn about life and love on the
material plane.”
I needed to sit down and let this new information sink
in. Fortunately, there was a vacant lot across the street, and
not a person or animal in sight. Privacy in the city is a rare
treat, so I wondered if the angels had cleared a space for me. I
threw my purse on a patch of grass and stretched out beside
it. As soon as I got comfortable, an image of the kids on the
playground popped into my head.
I reflected on the imaginary photo for a few minutes, and
then projected my thoughts to the angels via mental
telepathy. “Let’s see if I’ve got it right. You’re the teachers and
human beings are the students. Most of us, maybe eighty
percent, are good. About fieen percent of us are bad, and the
remaining five percent are striving to become teachers’ pets.”
I expected a correction but heard only silence. It didn’t
mean I was wrong, but I wasn’t completely right. Before the
angels would release me, I had to grasp the full significance of
their words. To help me out, they placed a picture of the
future in my mind’s eye. I saw the teacher and all the students
from the schoolyard, dressed in caps and gowns, lined up to
get their diplomas. ey were graduating from Earth School.
e boys I considered naughty turned around to look directly
at me, and then they tossed their caps in the air.
e angel spoke slowly, enunciating each syllable. “All
souls are brought forth upon this planet with great love and
sacrifice by the Creator, and there is not one of you that is
above or below another.”
I felt ashamed of myself for judging those boys. at
kind of behavior could get me an F in Earth School.
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With loving kindness the angel said, “Realize that
making mistakes is part of the learning process. All that has
happened in the past has brought you to where you are today.
Remember that Earth is a classroom, your experiences are
your lessons, and the beneficiary is your eternal soul.”
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We hope you've enjoyed this excerpt from
Swedenborg's Daughter: Memoirs of a Mystic.
Print and Kindle versions are available through
Amazon.com or www.angelacademy.com.
Thank you!
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